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so, i dont own any pedal collection that is
quite as well-equipped as your usual

overdrive pedal setups, but i do have a few
pedals that are available in my collection.

one thing i do to my pedals when i come up
with a new signature tone is to determine

how many times a year it will be played. that
way, i know if it needs to be serviced or not.

even if i dont play it that often, i'll go
through them every now and then to make
sure its in tip-top shape. this way i can keep
my collection serviced and ready to go. here
is a list of my signature pedals, and a short

rundown of each: i'll have to go look it up but
i believe there was a book on the subject of
overdrive pedals about 10-15 years ago. it

would be good to keep one in mind,
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considering how long your collection has
been around. * the blaster od-3 is one of my

go-to overdrives, and it's a great bang for
your buck. the only thing i wish it had is a
dual boost function, but i can get around

that with a couple of the dbz46 stompboxes.
* the boss ds-1 and dd-3 are a pair of delays
that are great for precise and organic delay
effects. many people use the ds-1 for the
built-in intro delay, which lets you have

pedals all the way through the delay, or they
might just use it a separate pedal set up for
ambient/moody effects. * the dbz46 may be
one of my favorite overdrive pedals. it's a
mid boost stompbox that mixes gjr with an

aggressive texas-style boost design for more
headroom. it's pretty perfect for heavy

distortion, crunch, or driving distortion. i
wish it had a monophonic boost setting, but i

guess that's just me :)
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the tob is a very vintage looking amp with a
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remote. it has a tube noise which is easy to
correct. the tob is an easy to use amp. you
can turn it into many things. i use the tob

very much on lead and i can crank this amp
hard, with no problem at all. the tob is great
on lead and its a very nice clean amp with
no harshness or anything. the tob is very
compact, it is easy to transport and the
remote is very helpful. the tob is a very

average amp. it has a very simple sound. the
clean channel is very spacy sounding, almost
like a fender bluesbreaker. the raw channel
is clean and it is very good for soloing. the

tob is a little messy but thats what makes it
great. the tob is also great for blues, jazz
and the tone it gives is cool and artsy. the

tob is perfect for lead playing. the tob is very
versatile. the tob is an easy to use amp and
it can be modified easily. the tob is a basic

amp. its not your classic amp. we are
interested in how people learn. gamelan is

an ancient music ritual of non-western
origins, which originated in indonesia in the

17th century. in modern form, gongs are
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struck at the start of each song. for more
information: www.pls-lang.or.id/. additional
videos https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t

67qtbkkqwm
https://www.com/watch?v=5uvt3e0gyfw
https://www.com/watch?v=_ogxlkrjwta
https://www.com/watch?v=eve7hltgryg
https://www.com/watch?v=3zsaqq_9uuo
https://www.com/watch?v=b33jwzkuz_k
https://www.com/watch?v=s_8g1f9qj-a

https://www.com/watch?v=dl948b3mw0o
https://www.com/watch?v=fj8cttyrs6g

https://www.com/watch?v=z3cylcn3mzo
https://www.com/watch?v=2rea_qulw5u
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